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About Us

A&B Aviation ME LLC is a vibrant, adaptive and agile organization offering

reliable and pragmatic aviation services to a diverse group of clientele. For the

past 15 years the company has been operating air charters all across the globe

with a diverse fleet of aircrafts.

Our team offers a rare combination of industry knowledge and classic consulting

skills to solve client problems thoroughly, practically, and cost-effectively.

With offices and agents around the globe our network-centric operation ensures

proper communication between clients and partners allowing for a shared

situational awareness at all times. This enables us to co-ordinate and handle the

movement of any kind of aircraft and provide service thereof.

SERVICES PROVIDED

 CARGO AIR CHARTERS

 OUTSIZE, MILITARY & AEROSPACE CARGO

 VIP & PASSENGER GROUP CHARTERS

 MEDEVAC CHARTERS

 FUELING ARRANGEMENTS

 GROUND HANDLING

 SUPPORT

 AVIATION GROUND POWER

 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE



Cargo Air Charters

A&B Aviation is the one of the leading service providers in the Middle East 

delivering reliable and cost effective cargo charter solutions to a diverse client 

base worldwide. 

We analyze route, payload and timescale in order to propose the most suitable 

aircraft for your requirements. We also offer part-charters, backloads and other 

commercially innovative solutions for ad hoc, peak season and project cargo.

We can offer pre-flight advice on everything from documentation requirements 

and customs formalities to trucking and warehousing arrangements.

Core Competencies

 Military & Defense Cargo

 Aerospace & Automotive Cargo

 Heavy, Outsized & Project Cargo

 Oil and Gas Equipment

 Telecommunications

 AOG

 Heavy Industries

 High Value Cargo

 Relief Cargo

 Peacekeeping Support

 Dangerous Cargo



VIP/Passenger Charters

Passenger Group Charters

As one of the region’s top specialists in providing conference 
and incentive travel, we regularly source passenger airliners of 
all types for group flight operations.

We can supply regional turbo props and jets for up to 50 
passengers and all categories of narrow and wide body 
airliners up to the largest long-range aircraft. In fact, a private 
charter is often the most cost-efficient way to transport a 
large group.

We also provide charter solutions in unplanned 
circumstances, such as emergency evacuation and 
repatriation flights. We have many years of experience of 
such operations to ensure a calm and professional approach 
even in the wake of a major incident.

VIP Charters

Since 2000, A&B Aviation has been providing cost-effective air 
charter services to the most discerning travelers who expect 
nothing less than the very best.

Whether it's Heads of State, Diplomats, Senior Public Servants, 
International Dignitaries or Chief Executive Officers of major 
companies, all VIP's enjoy a 5-star service.

Government and diplomatic flights involving Heads of State 
and other high-profile passengers demand delicate handling. 
Naturally, security of the passengers is critical, but there are 
other operational and political challenges.

We have successfully managed many projects of this type, 
from short haul trips to round the world diplomatic flights. 
Thanks to our global network, we can often provide local 
airport assistance and onboard Flight Managers to ensure the 
smooth operation of such projects.

Our reputation for exceeding expectations is illustrated by the 
high level of repeat business and referrals we receive.



Flight Support Services

Ground Handling

This division of A&B Aviation provides services for non-contractual partners in 

all general aviation categories including VIP and business flights at all airports 

in India, UAE, Pakistan and China.

Services Provided

 Ground handling support at civil and military airports in India

 Landing permit arrangement for civil and military airports

 Landing and over flying permits arrangement for the entire route

 Crew and aircraft clearance on defense airfields

 Co-ordination with various agencies involved in VIP flights

 Credit fuelling at all airports

 VIP catering

 Landing, parking and navigation charges paid

 Crew / passenger HOTAC with transfers
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